Hello from the other side

Helen Noble, Chief Executive
Pennine Prospects

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
You don’t stumble upon your heritage. It’s there, just waiting to be explored and shared.

Robbie Robertson (Canadian musician, born 1943)

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
Our vision

A landscape for the future, a space for everyone and a resilient local economy
Look ‘back to the future’

- Hobhouse/Dower Reports – 1940s
- SCOSPA/WPMMC – 1974
- Heritage Strategy - 2001
- Established 2005
- Discussions to designate – up to 2010
- Energy for a South Pennines Regional Park - 2012

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the southpennines
As well as not instead of ...
Just do it!

• A new non-statutory social designation
• Private/public/voluntary sectors
• Engaging everyone
• Established and new partners
• A new framework

pennine prospects

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
So what do we want?

• A people’s park for the 21st Century
• Embedded and respected
• Well-known and valued
• Well-resourced and supported by all

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
How?

- Collaboration & partnership working
- Working beyond boundaries
- New ways of working sustainably
- Delivery through innovative management
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Advantages

• Access to resources
• Liability/risks mitigated
• Cashflow
• Landscape scale
• Innovative approach
• Build relationships
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Advantages

• Not constrained by legislation
• Potential to engage – grassroots
• Builds capacity
• Partnerships
Challenges

• Core resources – difficult for core/project activities
• Chasing the football
• Influencing/advocacy
• Area’s identity
• Capacity issues
• Competition
What next?

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the southpennines
More of this ...

higgledy piggledy
quirky
community
independent
windswept
dramatic
slacks
cloughs
peaks
craggs
wandering footpaths
hidden alleyways
snickets

nooks & crannies
cobbles
steam trains
secret haunts
packhorse trails
sheltered valleys

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines

pennine prospects
A sense of place ... the future

da landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
Working together for our future and future generations

a landscape for the future, a space for everyone working in and for the south pennines
Come and join us

Pennine Prospects' Annual Conference

The South Pennines in the 21st Century

Booking now on
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-south-pennines-in-the-21st-century-its-landscape-and-cultural-heritage

www.pennineprospects.co.uk